Adı, Soyadı: .........................................

Sınıfı / No: .........................................

Reading
Cycling is my favourite sport. I can
ride my bike so fast. I usually wear my
helmet and I can ride it on the road. I
can ride it on the clouds. I ride, I ride
and I never stop!

Hiking is so much fun! I walk in dark
forests and on snowy mountains. I look
around and enjoy the beauty of the
nature. My feet don’t get hurt because I
wear special trainers.

Naomi
Jiro

UNIT 2

I love moving in the sea. I feel the water
around me and it’s great. I do it everyday.
The water is usually cold in my city but my
swimsuit keeps me warm. The water is full
of interesting fish. Their light hurts the eye
but I have my diving equipment with me
and they keep me safe.

Test
1. Jiro is - - - - cycling.

Misaki

4. - - - - and - - - - love the individual sports.

Which of the following completes the
sentence?

Which of the following completes the
sentence?

A) interested in

B) always goes

A) Jiro / Naomi

C) loves

D) favourite sport

B) Naomi / Misaki
C) Jiro / Misaki

A) Always
B) Usually
C) Sometimes

5. Which of the following equipments IS NOT
mentioned in the text?
A)

B)

C)

D)
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D) Never

3. What sport is Misaki interested in?
A) Hiking
B) Diving
C) Skating
D) Skiing
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2. How often does Jiro go cycling?

D) Jiro, Naomi / Misaki

Writing
EXERCISE 1: Read what’s happening on the sports tournaments and circle the name of the sport. Later, fill
in the comments of the spectators below. Write the numbers of the sentences in the blanks. Be careful! There
are 3 extra sentences in the box.
1. He should go swimming once a day to get a
medal.
2. Her opponent wins. She should buy a new
racket.
3. This kind of injuries may happen in tournaments.

4. The goalkeeper must go on a diet and he
should train once a day.
5. It’s a draw. She needs a new racket to win next
time.
6. He gets the gold medal in skiing.

1. Serena is very good today! She runs. She hits the
ball. Oh! Her racket is broken! She loses the match!

Spectator’s comment:

The name of the sport:
Basketball

Jogging

Tennis

2. Jordan takes the ball. He runs. He scores a goal.
The goal keeper can’t catch any balls and he looks
plump today. The score is 5-0. The red team wins, the
blue team loses. The name of the sport:
Football

Surfing

Judo

3. William is on the snowy mountain. He moves
down really fast. Oh! No! He falls! I think his leg is
broken. The name of the sport:
Ice skating

Swimming

Spectator’s comment:

Spectator’s comment:

Skiing

EXERCISE 2A: You make an interview with a famous ice skater Linda Sergeyev. Order the words and write
the list of questions you want to ask her:
3. are/what/you/other/interested/sports/in/?
							
4. often/how/you/do/train/?
							

EXERCISE 2B: You ask her the questions in exercise B and take some notes about her answers. Look at your
notes below and write a short paragraph about her for your magazine article.

Excited
He lmet, blue skates
Yoga, trekking
Four times a week

LINDA SERGEYEV: THE ICE SKATER OF THE YEAR!
Linda Sergeyev feels
about ice skating.
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1. how/ice skating/you/do/about/feel/?
							
2. equipment/you/sports/use/which/do/?
							

